Evaluation of Code Coverage is the problem of identifying the parts of a program that did not execute in one or more runs of a program. The traditional approach for code coverage tools is to use static code instrumentation. In this paper we present a new approach to dynamically insert and remove instrumentation code to reduce the runtime overhead of code coverage. We also explore the use of dominator tree information to reduce the number of instrumentation points needed. Our experiments show that our approach reduces runtime overhead by 38-90% compared with purecov, a commercial code coverage tool. Our tool is fully automated and available for download from the Internet.
INTRODUCTION
Evaluation of Code Coverage is the problem of identifying the parts of a program that did not execute in one or more runs of a program. Developers and testers use code coverage to ensure that all or substantially all statements in a program have been executed at least once during the testing process. Measuring code coverage is important for testing and validating code during both development and porting to new platforms. Traditionally code coverage measurement tools have been built using static code instrumentation. During program compilation or linking, these tools insert instrumentation code into the binary executable file. The inserted instrumentation provides counters to record which statements are executed. The code inserted into the executable remains in the executable throughout the execution even though once a statement has been executed, the instrumentation code produces no additional coverage information. Moreover, these tools conservatively instrument all functions prior to the program execution even though some of them may never be executed. Leaving useless instrumentation in place increases the execution time of the software being tested especially if the program is long running and has many frequently executed paths (as most server programs due). For example, the perl benchmark from SPEC95 suite runs almost 20 times slower when the instrumentation code for code coverage is left in the executable during execution. Statically inserting all possibly needed instrumentation code increases the instrumentation overhead for large programs that execute only small portion of execution paths (common for the applications built from libraries).
In this paper we present a new approach to dynamically insert code and remove it when it does not produce any additional coverage information. To our knowledge, this approach has not been used in previous code coverage tools. Our goal in this paper is to show that deletion of instrumentation code used for code coverage produces faster code coverage results for long running programs. Although code coverage testing has traditionally been performed as a distinct phase of the software development process, by making it cheaper it potentially could be included in production code. This would allow feedback to developers about the behavior of the software once deployed. For rarely executed code, such as error cases, this type of feedback could be especially valuable. By significantly reducing the overhead of instrumentation code execution, our technique makes residual test coverage monitoring [8] more efficient. Our fast code coverage techniques also could be modified to sample the frequency of execution of program segments to provide additional information to a feedbackdirected dynamic code optimization system.
Besides dynamic deletion of instrumentation code, we explore the use of more sophisticated binary analysis techniques to reduce the number of places instrumentation code needs to be inserted. Most existing code coverage tools insert instrumentation code at the beginning of each basic block. However, by automatically generating and using the dominator tree of a control flow graph, we can reduce the number of instrumentation points required.
We also explore the use of incremental function instrumentation to insert the necessary instrumentation code when a function is called for the first time during program execution. Existing code coverage tools conservatively insert all possibly needed instrumentation code even though it may never be executed in future runs. Thus, the overhead of instrumentation is significant for large programs containing a few frequently executed paths. Using incremental instrumentation of functions during program execution, we eliminate the instrumentation time for uncalled functions.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the extensions made to dyninstAPI, a runtime code patching system, to implement our dynamic code coverage tool, Section 3 explains how dominator tree information is used to reduce the number of instrumentation points needed, Section 4 explains the steps of our algorithm for code coverage, Section 5 presents the results of a series of experiments conducted to evaluate our approach, Section 6 presents the related work. Section 7 summarizes our results and describes where to download the software.
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OVERVIEW OF dyninst API
DyninstAPI is an Application Program Interface to a library that permits the insertion of code into a running program. This library provides a machine independent interface to permit the creation of tools and applications that use runtime code patching. The unique feature of this interface is that it makes it possible to insert and change instrumentation in a running program [7] . Implementations of dyninst are currently available for Alpha, Sparc, Power, Mips and x86 architectures. Figure 1 shows the structure of dyninstAPI. A mutator process generates machine code from the high-level instrumentation code and transfers it to an application process. To insert new code, dynamic code patches, called trampolines, are placed at the point where the new code is to be inserted (shown in Figure 2 ). 
Figure 2. Instrumentation Code Insertion into a Program
The library also allows instrumentation code to be deleted. Instrumentation code deletion is a two-phase process that first removes the branch into the instrumentation code and then later deletes the trampoline to ensure that the instrumentation code being deleted is not executing.
To implement a code coverage tool using dyninst, we extended the API to provide information about control flow graphs, basic blocks, and the ability to map source code line numbers to machine instructions. To create the control flow graph of a function we use a variation on the two-pass algorithm presented in [5] . We then create the dominator tree of a control flow graph using the algorithm in [13] . In addition we extended the system to allow per instruction instrumentation.
Originally, dyninst only supported function level instrumentation. That is, the points to which instrumentation code can be inserted were function entry, function exit and call sites. For a code coverage tool, however, we need finer grained instrumentation. We added arbitrary instrumentation points to the library. At arbitrary instrumentation points, we need to preserve the machine's condition codes that are not live (and thus not saved) in function level instrumentation. We changed the base trampoline structure to save the processor state before the execution of instrumentation code, and then restore it after the instrumentation code but before executing any other user instructions.
Another enhancement to the dyninst API involves its memory allocator. Dyninst performs a number of optimizations when the memory is allocated for base trampolines and instrumentation code. One of these optimizations tries to allocate memory for code snippets close to the instrumentation point itself. By keeping the displacement to instrumentation code small, single word branch instructions can be used. Since the reachable displacement using one-word branch instructions is limited, when dyninst deallocates memory, it compacts the free blocks. However, this optimization causes a significant instrumentation overhead when a large amount of instrumentation code insertion repeatedly triggers the compaction algorithm. Thus, we refined memory compaction to trigger only when memory for snippets runs low to improve overall performance.
USING DOMINATOR TREES
In this section, we explain our techniques to reduce the number of instrumentation points needed for our dynamic code coverage tools. We use properties of the immediate dominator tree of a control flow graph for instrumentation point selection.
Leaf Node Instrumentation
A dominator tree is a tree in which the root node is the entry basic block, and each basic block d dominates only its descendants in the tree. A basic block d of a flow graph dominates basic block n, d dom n, if every path from the entry basic block of the flow graph to n goes through d. Each basic block n has a unique immediate dominator m that is the last dominator of n on any path from the entry basic block to n. The key property of the dominator trees for our work is that for each basic block n in a dominator tree if n is executed, all the basic blocks along the path from root node to n in dominator tree are also executed. Figure 3 gives an example of a control flow graph and its dominator tree information.
Using the fact that coverage of a basic block might be inferred by coverage of other basic block(s), we can increase the coverage information obtained per instrumentation point by omitting the instrumentation code from an internal node of the dominator tree. That is, the instrumentation of the leaf nodes in the dominator tree will produce enough information to compute the coverage of internal nodes in the dominator tree.
Non-Leaf Node Instrumentation
Leaf node instrumentation is necessary but not sufficient to produce correct code coverage results. This is because the flow of control does not have to follow a path in the dominator tree. That is we cannot guarantee that execution of basic block n is always followed by the execution of another basic block that is dominated by n. In some cases there will be cross edges in the dominator tree for the execution path. If the cross edges originate at leaf level basic blocks in the dominator tree, leaf level instrumentation will be sufficient. However if there exists a cross edge originating from internal node, n, the execution path may not include any leaf level basic blocks of the sub-tree rooted at n. Figure 4 gives an example for an execution path that creates a cross edge originating from internal node in the dominator tree. For this control flow graph, leaf level basic block instrumentation is not sufficient for correct code coverage results. For example, if we only instrument leaf level basic blocks 3 and 4 in the dominator tree, when the flow of control leaves at the exit node of control flow graph, only basic block 4 will be marked as executed. When we propagate the information obtained from the execution of leaf node towards the root, we infer that basic blocks 2 and 0 also executed. However no information about basic block 1 will be given, thus it is assumed to be unexecuted. Since the flow of control did not enter basic block 3, the leaf level instrumentation did not give any information to us about the basic blocks that dominate 3, which are 1 and 0.
To correctly capture this case, we also instrument basic block n if n has at least one outgoing edge to a basic block m that n does not dominate. In this example basic block 1 has an outgoing edge to 2 and 1 does not dominate 2. We choose basic block 1 to be instrumented besides basic blocks 3 and 4. We selected our approach because it is fast to compute. With our online approach, binary analysis time must be kept to a minimum.
Alternatively, a combination of dominator and post-dominator tree information could be used to reduce the number of instrumentation points needed compared to using only dominator tree information. That is, the execution of a basic block can also be deduced by execution of another basic block that is post-dominated by the former. However, our goal is not to find the optimal number of instrumentation points [6] [14], but to minimize the sum of the analysis and instrumentation overhead. Although we use Langauer-Tarjan [13] algorithm that is linear in number of edges in a control flow graph, dominator tree construction for a control flow graph is an expensive computation relative to the limited benefit we can expect. That is, additional post-dominator information would double our binary analysis time without a significant reduction in instrumentation overhead. Thus we chose to use only dominator tree information.
CODE COVERAGE ALGORITHM
We implemented two slightly different versions of our dynamic code coverage algorithm: code coverage with pre-instrumentation and code coverage with on-demand instrumentation. These algorithms differ in what functions are instrumented and when the instrumentation code is inserted. The selection of points to be instrumented is based on the same criteria in both implementations. For both algorithms, during the execution of the program being tested we determine if instrumentation code can be deleted, and remove it. At program termination, we record the results of code coverage by propagating line coverage information towards the root of dominator tree.
The first step of our algorithm with pre-instrumentation is to create the control flow graph and dominator tree for each function in the application. Next, for each control flow graph we choose basic blocks to be instrumented using the criteria explained in Section 3. For each basic block to be instrumented we create a Boolean variable which is initialized to false indicating that the block has not yet executed. We insert code at the beginning of the basic block that sets the corresponding Boolean variable to true. Our code coverage tool automatically creates the control flow graph, generates the dominator tree and inserts the instrumentation code.
With on-demand instrumentation only breakpoints are inserted at the beginning of each function in the application prior to the execution. During the execution of the program, when a breakpoint is reached, the control flow graph of that function is generated and the necessary instrumentation code is inserted. Thus, if the function is not called during the execution, neither the control flow graph nor the instrumentation code is generated for it.
For better performance for long running programs with many hot basic blocks and paths, we delete instrumentation code during the execution of the program. Deletion of instrumentation code includes restoring original instructions and de-allocating base trampoline and min-trampoline space. However, there is a tradeoff in instrumentation code deletion. Sometimes deletion may introduce more overhead than the resulting performance improvement. This is due to the fact that it takes time to check what is already executed and what can be deleted. For example, if there is a lot of instrumentation code that never execute, the checks will mostly introduce overhead instead of improvement.
Instrumentation code can be deleted using different policies. One simple method is to delete instrumentation code at fixed time intervals. Another possibility is to delete the instrumentation code automatically just after the first time it is executed. In our current implementation, instrumentation code is deleted at fixed time intervals. It is a simple approach, easy to program and improves the execution time of the program being tested significantly. The deletion interval is a tunable parameter to our code coverage systems.
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At program termination we record the results of code coverage. For our code coverage algorithms that use dominator tree information for instrumentation, we simply read the values of variables assigned to basic blocks instrumented and propagate the information along the path in the dominator tree towards the root. If the variable for a basic block is set we mark all dominators as executed. Our code coverage tool then either generates a binary file that contains information about which lines were executed or displays the coverage information through its user interface.
Relative to static instrumentation that can completely re-structure a binary, our approach uses a base trampoline and a minitrampoline for each instrumentation code inserted. Therefore the cost of each instrumentation point also includes the execution of branch/call instructions from executable address space to the base trampoline and from the base trampoline to the mini-trampolines. However, the fact that we can remove instrumentation code at runtime helps to offset this penalty.
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
To evaluate the effectiveness of our approach, we ran a workload of test programs with and without using dominator information and varying the dynamic code deletion interval. As a comparison, we also ran the applications through purecov (version 4.1 Solaris 2.6), a commercial code coverage tool that uses static code editing. We measured the execution time of programs instrumented by our dynamic code coverage tools including the setup time for control flow graph generation, dominator tree construction, and instrumentation code insertion. We tested code coverage for PostgreSQL, an object-relational DBMS, using the Wisconsin [9] and crashme [2] benchmarks, the C programs and two of the Fortran programs from the SPEC95 benchmarks [4] . Experiments were conducted on a SUN-SPARC ULTRA 10 with 500MB of main memory, and compiled with gcc version 2.95.1 with debug option enabled. We also measured the total number of basic blocks in the program being tested and the number of instrumentation points needed when dominator tree information is used. We ran the same set of experiments for both code coverage with preinstrumentation and code coverage with on-demand instrumentation.
Reduction in Instrumentation Points
To quantify the benefits of using dominator tree information, we calculated the number of instrumented basic blocks with and without using dominator tree information. We repeated the experiments using our on-demand instrumentation algorithm. Figure 5 summarizes the ratio of the number of instrumented basic blocks to the total number of basic blocks in the application for the programs we tested. Details about the code coverage instrumentation statistics for all programs we tested are given in the tables in Appendix A. For each program, there are four bars. The bars labeled all blocks correspond to the code coverage tools with all basic blocks instrumentation and the ones labeled dominator indicate use of dominator tree information. The OD suffix indicates our code coverage algorithms with on-demand instrumentation. Figure 5 shows that using dominator tree information with preinstrumentation reduced the number of instrumentation points needed by 34% to 49% compared to all basic blocks instrumentation. Similarly, it shows that using dominator tree information with on-demand instrumentation, we reduced the number of instrumentation points needed from 33% to 49%, which corresponds to 42% to 79% reduction in the total number of basic blocks instrumented when all blocks instrumentation and dominator tree information is used. Figure 5 shows that the gain using dominator tree information is less for gcc, perl, and vortex than the other programs tested. These programs have lexical analyzers and parser functions in them. These types of functions have complex control flow graphs containing many basic blocks with few instructions and many control flow edges. These properties result in a large number of leaf level basic blocks in the dominator trees and also a large number of internal basic blocks that require instrumentation (as described in Section 3.2) Figure 5 also shows that using on-demand instrumentation, our code coverage algorithm reduces the amount of instrumentation code inserted compared to static instrumentation. Combining ondemand instrumentation with dominator trees consistently results in the fewest number of instrumented basic blocks. However, the number of instrumentation points needed in tomcatv is not reduced by on-demand instrumentation, as tomcatv has no un-called functions in its execution. Overall we were able to eliminate instrumentation from 42% to 79% of the basic blocks in the executables.
Ratio of Instrumented Basic Blocks

Coverage Percentage Curves
In this section, we present the source code line coverage percentage versus time to show how rapidly various applications reach certain levels of coverage. We measured the source code line coverage percentage by stopping the running process at fixed time intervals and calculating the percentage source lines executed. Figure 7 shows the source code line coverage percentage for PostgreSQL using Wisconsin benchmark queries. The Wisconsin benchmark queries are designed to measure the query optimization performance of database systems using selection, join, projection, aggregate, and simple update queries. We conducted the experiments using a single-user version of PostgreSQL. The fact that the database was in single user mode partially explains the relatively low coverage percentage in Figure 7 .
Coverage Percentage for SPEC/compress
Unlike Figure 6 , the source code line coverage percentage for PostgreSQL using the Wisconsin benchmark increases gradually to 19% through the whole execution, staying around 10% in the first half. However, the source code line coverage percentage mostly remains steady for several intervals during the execution indicating the existence of many frequently executed paths and re-execution of many basic blocks during these intervals.
Figure 7 also shows that, unlike compress, the time spent executing instrumentation code is distributed among these intervals rather than being at the beginning of the program execution.
Execution Time
We next look at the impact of dynamic code deletion and dominator information usage for the applications in Section 5.2. We present the execution times using our techniques and compare it to the commercial code coverage tool purecov. Figure 8 shows the slowdown ratios of compress with respect to original execution time. It has five kinds of bars. The bar labeled PC shows the execution time slowdown ratio for compress instrumented using purecov. The rest of the bars are divided into four categories; each category corresponds to slowdown ratios of compress instrumented using one of our dynamic code coverage algorithms. Categories labeled dominator use dominator tree information for instrumentation where the ones labeled all blocks indicate our dynamic code coverage tools with all basic blocks instrumentation. The suffix OD indicates use of on-demand function instrumentation. In each category, the bars are labeled with numbers to represent different instrumentation code deletion intervals (in seconds). Bars labeled 0 indicate that instrumentation code is not deleted at all. Each bar is composed of two or three segments. Figure 8 shows that all of our code coverage tools significantly outperform purecov execution for all deletion intervals studied. It also shows that there is a significant decrease in execution time when dynamic instrumentation code deletion is enabled. This is due to two reasons; 1) Most of the instrumentation code is executed at the beginning and deleted shortly after it is executed, and 2) There are few basic blocks in compress and the overhead of checking whether instrumentation code is executed or not during the deletion intervals is not significant. Even if we instrument all basic blocks, after a couple deletion intervals most of the instrumentation code is deleted. This explains the relatively insignificant gain when using dominator tree information despite the fact that dominators were able to eliminate instrumentation points for over 55% of the basic blocks (as shown in Figure 5 ). Likewise on-demand instrumentation provides little benefit. Figure 8 also shows that the execution times increase slightly for larger deletion intervals for all of our code coverage tools due to re-execution of some instrumentation code in the first couple deletion intervals. Figure 8 also shows that without dynamic code deletion, our dynamic code coverage tools using dominator tree information outperform the ones using all basic blocks instrumentation. Surprisingly, our techniques outperform purecov execution even without code deletion when all basic blocks instrumentation is used. This is due to the fact that sometimes purecov inserts more instrumentation code than our code coverage tools with all basic blocks instrumentation (An examination of purecov code indicates that purecov inserts unnecessary instrumentation code around the pseudo-instruction that implements integer division of the SPARC). Figure 8 also shows that, for compress, our dynamic code coverage tools with on-demand function instrumentation slightly outperform the ones with pre-instrumentation. This is due to the fact that 89.1% of the total basic blocks in compress are executed during the program execution and the setup time for compress is not significant compared to the total execution time.
Slowdown for SPEC/compress
For compress instrumented by our dynamic code coverage tools, the best execution time occurs using a 2-second deletion interval and is 90% better than purecov execution time. The slowdown ratio for our best execution time with respect to original execution is 1.003. That is, our dynamic code coverage tool introduces only a 0.3% run time overhead compared to the original execution of compress. Figure 9 presents the execution time slowdown ratios, with respect to original execution time, of PostgreSQL for the Wisconsin benchmark instrumented by purecov and our dynamic code coverage tools. The gray segment in each bar represents the setup time for each tool where the bottom light colored segment is execution time of the program. For our dynamic code coverage tools with on-demand instrumentation, gray segment represents the control flow graph generation and instrumentation time, which is distributed throughout the execution. The dark top segment represents the time spent during instrumentation of breakpoints at function entry points. (Although setup times were shown in Figure 8 , they were so insignificant for compress that they were not visible). Figure 9 shows that setup times for our code coverage tools with pre-instrumentation is significant due to the existence of many complex control flow graphs and the large number of basic blocks in PostgreSQL. That is, the control flow generation and instrumentation code insertion for all functions in PostgreSQL introduces a significant overhead. The setup time for our code coverage tools with on-demand instrumentation is not significant since it only requires inserting breakpoints at the beginning of the functions. Figure 9 also shows that control flow graph generation and instrumentation of functions for our dynamic code coverage tools with on-demand instrumentation takes significantly less time compared to our tools with pre-instrumentation. Figure 9 shows that our code coverage tool with preinstrumentation and all basic blocks instrumentation is outperformed by purecov significantly. This is due to two reasons. First, even though only 36% of the basic blocks are executed, preinstrumentation creates control flow graphs for un-called functions and inserts instrumentation code for all basic blocks. Unlike our code coverage algorithms, purecov does not suffer from control flow graph generation and instrumentation code insertion during execution. Second, the deletion interval overhead, for checking whether instrumentation code is executed or not, is significant when many basic blocks are never executed. That is, most of the checks during the deletion intervals are not profitable but introduce overhead. Figure 9 shows that our code coverage tool with pre-instrumentation and dominator tree information usage performs slightly better than purecov since it introduces fewer instrumentation points compared to all block instrumentation. Figure 9 also shows that our code coverage tools with on-demand instrumentation outperform our code coverage tools with preinstrumentation since they do not generate control flow graphs for un-called functions nor insert instrumentation code for basic blocks that are not executed. Our on-demand instrumentation technique also reduces the deletion interval overhead by introducing instrumentation code incrementally that eliminates the checks that would otherwise be done in previous deletion intervals.
Slowdown for PostgreSQL with Wisconsin Benchmark
Like in Figure 8 , the results in Figure 9 indicate that using dynamic code deletion produces faster code coverage results. Unlike Figure 8 , every-second deletion performs slightly worse than no dynamic code deletion for pre-instrumentation case, since the more instrumentation code must be checked. Figure 9 shows that combining on-demand instrumentation and dominator tree information usage is complementary. While using dominator tree information reduces the number of instrumentation points needed, using on-demand instrumentation reduces the setup time and deletion interval overhead of checking whether the instrumentation code can be deleted or not. Using both dominator tree information and on-demand instrumentation, we reduced the amount of instrumentation code inserted by 78.2% compared to the total number of basic blocks in the program.
For this application, the best execution time occurs when a 15-second deletion interval is used. The slowdown ratio for our best execution time with respect to original execution is 1.31 and it is 44% better than purecov execution time.
We present execution time slowdown ratios for the rest of the programs in Appendix B for the interested reader. The format of the rest of the graphs is exactly same with the ones in this section.
Overall Slowdown
We also calculated the slowdown ratio with respect to the original execution time for programs instrumented using purecov and our dynamic code coverage tool. We took the results for 2-second deletion interval for our dynamic code coverage tools (We decided to present the results for 2-second deletion interval as representative of our techniques rather than using the best deletion interval for each application). Table 1 presents the execution time slowdown ratios (computed as the ratio of instrumented execution time to un-instrumented execution time) for the programs we tested. In the second column we give the original execution times in seconds. The next four columns give the slowdown ratios of the programs instrumented by our dynamic code coverage tools using dominator tree information and all basic blocks instrumentation for both preinstrumentation and on-demand instrumentation. The results presented in Table 1 for our code coverage tools include setup time for control flow graph generation, dominator tree construction and instrumentation. The last column of the table gives the slowdown ratios of the programs instrumented using purecov. Table 1 shows that purecov slows down the execution from 1.8 for tomcatv to 19.8 times for perl. However our dynamic code coverage tool with on-demand instrumentation slows down the execution only a factor of 1.002 to 2.6 using dominator tree information Our code coverage tools with on-demand instrumentation frequently outperform the ones with pre-instrumentation. with on-demand and pre-instrumentation, and purecov. Table 1 shows that the difference between the slowdown ratios using our tools with on-demand instrumentation and preinstrumentation is higher for gcc, postgres, vortex, and perl compared to the other programs we tested. This is due to the fact that these programs have many basic blocks and control flow edges and a significant portion of these basic blocks are not executed. That is, our code coverage algorithm with pre-instrumentation spends a significant amount of time to create control flow graphs and insert instrumentation code for un-called functions, and thus introduces a significant amount of instrumentation code that is not executed but must be checked during each deletion interval.
RELATED WORK
The two systems most closely related to our dynamic code coverage tool are the commercial code coverage tools, PureCoverage [3] and C-Cover [1] . To locate untested areas of code, PureCoverage uses Object Code Insertion (OCI) technology to insert usage tracking instructions into the object code for each function and block of code during a post compilation, pre-link pass. Additionally PureCoverage also counts the number of function calls for the functions and execution counts of each source line executed. However, since they use a small number of bits for each counter, only an approximate count is returned. Similarly, CCover automatically adds probes to C and C++ source code by intercepting calls to the compiler [1] . C-Cover also displays condition/decision coverage and function coverage results. Unlike our dynamic code coverage tool, these tools statically edit the source code or executable and the code inserted remains inside the executable during the executions. Moreover, these tools conservatively insert all instrumentation code for each function in the application. Our dynamic code coverage tool also uses dominator tree information to reduce the number instrumentation points and incremental function instrumentation to reduce the overhead of instrumentation for un-called functions.
Pavlopoulou and Young[8] present a prototype system that implements residual test coverage monitoring for Java applications.
The purpose of residual test coverage monitoring is to provide feedback from actual use of deployed software to developers, helping developers to validate and refine the models they have relied upon in quality assurance. However, it is unlikely to be accepted by users unless monitoring performance impact is very small. To reduce the cost of continued monitoring, the prototype presented [8] selectively re-instruments the program under test to monitor only the coverage obligations that remain unmet. However, our technique can be used to reduce monitoring overhead by deleting instrumentation code during the program execution, which will make residual test coverage monitoring more efficient.
Agrawal [6] also uses properties of dominator trees as part of software testing. Agrawal presents techniques to find small subsets of nodes in a control flow graph with the property that if the subset is covered by a test case, the remaining nodes are automatically covered. The technique finds the strongly connected components of the union of pre-and post dominator trees of a control flow graph. Unlike our work, this approach spends a significant amount of time to find the nodes to be instrumented by running two algorithms for dominator tree construction and one to find strongly connected components. The role of dominator trees is also different. Agrawal uses properties of dominator trees to provide programmers guidance about how to create test cases to provide significant code coverage for each case. In contrast, our use of dominator trees is to efficiently measure code coverage.
Path Profiles[15] can be used to compute the code coverage via a multi-phase algorithm. The key idea behind the path-profiling algorithm is to identify the potential paths with states that are represented as integers. A minimal number of edges in a DAG are labeled with integer values such that each path from entry to the exit of the DAG produces a unique sum of the edge values along that path. At the exit node of a DAG, the unique sum is used to identify the executed path and increment the counter assigned to it. At program termination, the non-zero counter values of the paths can be used to identify covered lines in the executable after regeneration of the executed paths. However, with complex control flow graphs and many executed paths, the path-profiling algorithm requires many counters. Also the path regeneration phase may introduce significant overhead before the execution terminates. Unlike our code coverage algorithm, deletion of instrumentation code is not possible as the labels assigned to edges are required throughout the execution to identify acyclic paths that will possibly be executed. The results presented for path profiling in [15] include only the run-time overhead of the instrumentation code during the execution. That is, they do not include the time spent for minimal edge labeling of DAGs, insertion of instrumentation code and path regeneration from the unique identifiers of executed paths. In contrast, the overhead of our code coverage tools presented in this paper includes the analysis, setup and instrumentation time.
Digital Continuous Profiling Infrastructure (DCPI) [10, 11, 16 ] is a suite of software profiling tools that provide transparent, lowoverhead profiling of complete systems. DCPI uses hardware performance counters on the Alpha processors to sample the program counter periodically, and can be setup to produce basic block flow graphs annotated with approximate execution counts. These execution counts, however, are approximate values and may not exist for each instruction or basic block in the executable, which makes it difficult to produce exact code coverage results.
Whole Program Paths (WPP) [12] can also be used to extract code coverage results that give the dynamic behavior of a program. WPP produces a trace of the acyclic paths from the execution of a program and turns the sequence of acyclic paths into a contextfree grammar. The outcome of WPP, program paths or tracessequences of consecutively executed basic blocks, offer a clear window into program's dynamic behavior. However, in existence many frequently executed paths, WPP introduces a significant runtime overhead to compute the context free grammar.
CONCLUSIONS
Using dominator tree information for our dynamic code coverage with pre-instrumentation and on-demand instrumentation reduces the number of instrumentation points needed by 34-49% compared to all basic blocks instrumentation. Moreover, combining our dynamic code coverage with on-demand instrumentation using dominator tree information reduces by 42-79% the total number of basic blocks that must be instrumented. However, the most significant gains come from removing instrumentation code once a block is covered rather than from binary analysis algorithms to optimize instrumentation placement.
Our dynamic code coverage always outperforms purecov execution for the programs we tested. Even if all basic blocks are instrumented, for most deletion intervals our dynamic code coverage algorithm outperforms purecov execution. That is, dynamic deletion of instrumentation code reduces the overhead for programs with many infrequently executed (or even unexecuted) paths as well as for those with many frequently executed paths. Using a combination of dominator tree information and ondemand function instrumentation, we reduce not only the setup time but also the overhead during deletion intervals by eliminating the instrumentation code insertion for un-called procedures. By combining on-demand instrumentation and dominator tree information usage, we reduce the runtime overhead by 38-90% compared to purecov execution.
More importantly, for many applications, code coverage overhead is now tens of percent of the original execution time rather than several times the execution time. By reducing code coverage costs, it is now possible to consider including it as part of production code. Such an approach would greatly increase information about the execution of extremely infrequent error cases and could provide additional useful feedback to developers. Moreover, our fast code coverage techniques could be modified to sample the frequency of execution of basic blocks to provide additional information to a feedback-directed dynamic optimization system. 
APPENDIX A
In this appendix, we present details of the instrumentation statistics for our code coverage algorithms for all programs we tested. We also present percentage reduction in number of instrumentation points needed when dominator information is used. Table 2 presents the results for the code coverage tool with preinstrumentation. The first column contains the programs we used for experiments. In the second column we give the total number of basic blocks in the executable. For instrumentation using dominator tree information, we divide the number of instrumented basic blocks in to two parts: Leaf node instrumentation and nonleaf node instrumentation count. The last column of the table gives the percentage reduction in the number of instrumentation points needed for our dynamic code coverage with preinstrumentation using dominator tree information. Table 2 shows that using dominator tree information reduced the number of instrumentation points needed by 34% to 49% compared to all basic blocks instrumentation. Similarly, Table 3 presents the results for combining dominator tree information with on-demand instrumentation. In the third column, we give the total number of basic blocks in the executed functions for the workload we used. That is, the third column is the number of instrumentation points needed for all basic blocks instrumented for our code coverage algorithm with on-demand instrumentation. Unlike Table 2, Table 3 
Instrumented Basic Blocks
APPENDIX B
In this appendix, we present execution time slowdown ratios for the rest of the programs we tested. The format of the graphs presented in this appendix is exactly same with the ones presented in Section 5.3. For all programs except tomcatv, hydro2d and ijpeg, the best execution time occurs when instrumented by our code coverage tool using on-demand instrumentation and dominator tree information. For tomcatv, hydro2d and ijpeg, however, the best execution times for our dynamic code coverage tool with on-demand instrumentation and dominator tree information usage differ from the best execution time among all by less than 1%. We suspect this difference is caused by the slight variations in the workload while we were conducting our experiments. 0  1  2  5  10  15  25  50  0  1  2  5  10  15  25  50  0  1  2  5  10  15  25  50  0  1  2  5  10  15  25 
Appendix C
Based on the data presented in Section 5.3, we suspected that the overhead for our dynamic code coverage system would be bursty throughout a program's execution. To investigate this hypothesis, we added meta-instrumentation code to each basic block to record the number of times instrumentation code is executed. This appendix presents the instrumentation code execution frequencies for PostgreSQL using the Wisconsin and crashme benchmark queries when instrumentation code is deleted every second. 
